Credit
Management
Solutions
Truth | Tenacity | Teamwork

Truth
We uncover the key issues through
rigorous analysis, drawing on
our experience to deliver credit
management solutions with honesty,
integrity and clarity.

Staying on top of your cashflow is vital. So is working with a team you can trust.

Tenacity
We formulate, deliver and drive
effective plans for our clients to
meet their toughest sales ledger and
operating challenges – and their critical
improvement objectives.

That’s why, when businesses depend on high-performance credit management solutions,
they turn to Veritas.
Veritas Commercial Services exclusively employs its own team. We’re both FCA Licensed and
Chartered Institute of Credit Management qualified. We work with established and growing
businesses and their financiers to deliver significant working capital improvement.
We have the most experienced people in the industry and engage with our clients as an integral
part of their team.
Our clients tell us that our truth, tenacity and teamwork add tangible value to their business.

Teamwork
We speak the same language as our
clients, working as a true extension
of their teams, recognising the
sensitivities of their industry and
business culture.

CREDIT
MANAGEMENT
SOLUTIONS

Sales Ledger Pulse Check
With the Veritas Sales Ledger Pulse Check, you’ll get a clear, unbiased
appraisal of your sales ledger position, benchmarked against
industry standards. Our experienced credit manager will outline
how we can help you optimise your sales ledger performance and
highlight key actions and recommendations.

• A comprehensive review of the sales order process
• Identify areas for working capital improvement
• Create a comprehensive Implementation Roadmap

Process Improvement
At Veritas we don’t believe that a single solution meets every client’s
needs. We understand that all of our clients are unique. With us as
your credit management partners you have the freedom to focus on
what really matters – driving your business forward.
Once we have identified potential areas of improvement in your
processes and procedures, we will provide you with a range of
solutions tailored individually to address your needs.

To deliver maximum value for our clients, our Process Improvement
Implementation Framework incorporates the 4 cornerstones of
working capital improvement:
•
•
•
•

Policy
People
Process
Performance

Virtual Credit Control
Veritas Virtual™ is a bespoke outsourced sales ledger and credit
management service that puts you firmly in control.
You gain all the benefits of having a team of highly effective credit
management specialists without any of the drawbacks. We work
with you to understand your business closely and ensure a seamless
transition, whilst maintaining your valuable customer relationships.
Complex debt. Difficult debt. Volume debt. We’ve seen it all. In every
case, our clients have benefitted from our advanced negotiation skills
and years of diligent experience in credit. We also have an extensive
knowledge of both insolvency and litigation processes.

•W
 e are genuine pioneers in our industry, changing the way that
companies manage their credit control.
•W
 ith Veritas Virtual™, you’re in the driving seat, by harnessing our
resource and expertise as and when you need them.
• Maximising the working capital available to your business and
providing total visibility through accurate and actionable reporting.
• Service delivered in your company name (white label) or ours, the
choice is yours.
•T
 ap into the basic service when you need it or select from our
additional services when required.
• Access to a bespoke cloud hosted credit control portal, 		
Veritas Visibility™.

Exceptional Credit Management Performance

Our clients benefit from:

When it comes to credit management performance, every
business demands certainty. That’s why with Veritas you’ll
always know exactly where you stand.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

No buzzwords. No jargon. No sugarcoating.
Truth is hard-wired into everything we say and do. From
this strong foundation comes the reliability, consistency
and control that is integral to each of the credit
management services we structure for you.

Our people make the difference.
We work across a wide variety of sectors and international
territories. We have a deep understanding of both
business-to-business (B2B) and business-to-consumer
(B2C) environments. And we bring a diverse wealth of
knowledge, skills and experience.
Yet we combine as one cohesive team to create remarkable
results, whilst enhancing reputation through respect.
In 2015, Veritas was amongst the first credit management
specialists to obtain an FCA licence. We share a passion for
excellence in everything we do and this ethos is supported
by our values.

Exceptional Sales Ledger Performance
Rapid Cash Generation
Sustainable Process Improvement
Credit Risk Advice and Assistance
Credit Control Staff Assessment & Recruitment
Invoice Discounting Support
Cost-effective Virtual Credit Control Solution

“I found their service professional and their project delivered the
solutions the business needed in rapid time. Challenges and
barriers to progress were quickly identified and the Veritas team
were hands-on in all they delivered. I would have no reservation in
recommending them to any corporate requiring an improvement
in performance of their sales ledger. The value add to their work is
both measurable and swift.”
“During the course of our working relationship, Veritas have
provided us with a quality service with great results on cash
collection and, although not based in our offices, have worked
well as part of my team. The team at Veritas have impressed us
with their efficient and professional manner and have provided
us with best in class collection services delivered by their helpful,
knowledgeable, friendly collection staff. Our experience with
Veritas confirms to us that we’ve partnered with true leaders in the
commercial collection industry.”

All truths are easy
to understand once
they are discovered;
the point is to
discover them.
Galileo Galilei

Contact Us
Call
Please call our team and talk confidentially
and informally to one of our expert advisers
about your requirements and objectives.
Phone: 0330 223 2525
Alternatively, email us at
contact@veritascs.co.uk
Meet & Plan
Built from years of working closely with
businesses, our unique planning process will
ask the key questions to chart where you are
now, your desired destination, and your route
to getting there.
All discussions are in complete confidence
and without obligation.
Head Office:
Ground Floor, Suite F, Breakspear Park,
Breakspear Way, Hemel Hempstead HP2 4TZ
North West Office:
53 King Street, Manchester M2 4LQ
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